Immunodetection of human topoisomerase I-DNA covalent complexes
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ABSTRACT

A number of established and investigational anticancer drugs slow the religation step of DNA topoisomerase I (topo I). These agents induce cytotoxicity by stabilizing topo I-DNA covalent complexes, which in turn interact with advancing replication forks or transcription complexes to generate lethal lesions. Despite the importance of topo I-DNA covalent complexes, it has been difficult to detect these lesions within intact cells and tumors. Here, we report development of a monoclonal antibody that specifically recognizes covalent topo I-DNA complexes, but not free topo I or DNA, by immunoblotting, immunofluorescence or flow cytometry. Utilizing this antibody, we demonstrate readily detectable topo I-DNA covalent complexes after treatment with camptothecins, indenoisoquinolines and cisplatin but not nucleoside analogues. Topotecan-induced topo I-DNA complexes peak at 15–30 min after drug addition and then decrease, whereas indotecan-induced complexes persist for at least 4 h. Interestingly, simultaneous staining for covalent topo I-DNA complexes, phospho-H2AX and Rad51 suggests that topotecan-induced DNA double-strand breaks occur at sites distinct from stabilized topo I-DNA covalent complexes. These studies not only provide new insight into the action of topo I-directed agents, but also illustrate a strategy that can be applied to study additional topoisomerases and their inhibitors in vitro and in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Topoisomerase I (topo I) is an abundant nuclear enzyme that relaxes torsional strain in DNA (1,2). During the course of its normal catalytic cycle, topo I nicks one DNA strand, allows rotation around the intact strand and then seals the DNA backbone, restoring DNA integrity (Figure 1A). Previous studies have demonstrated roles for this DNA relaxation activity in replication (3), transcription (4–6) and viral integration (7,8).

Additional studies have demonstrated that topo I is the target for a class of widely utilized anticancer drugs, the camptothecins, as well as other agents (9–11). Camptothecins intercalate into DNA at the topo I active site, inhibiting the religation step of the enzyme and shifting the equilibrium toward topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figure 1A) that are formed during DNA nicking (12,13).

Collisions of advancing replication forks or transcription complexes with these drug-stabilized topo I-DNA covalent complexes are thought to produce further DNA damage, ultimately leading to cell death (14,15). Consistent with this model, inhibition of replication diminishes the cytotoxicity of topo I poisons (16,17). Moreover, topo I mutants that slow the topo I religation step recapitulate the cytotoxic effects of camptothecins (18).

Camptothecin derivatives are widely used for the treatment of various cancers (19–22). In particular, topotecan (TPT) is approved for the treatment of ovarian, cervical and small cell lung cancer (23) and is currently being investigated for its potential activity in acute myelogenous leukemia (24,25). Irinotecan, another camptothecin derivative, is FDA-approved for the treatment of colorectal cancer (26) and also has activity in non-small cell lung cancer, pancreatic cancer and breast cancer (27). Novel topo I poisons, including camptothecin derivatives and indenoisoquinolines, continue to be identified and developed for clinical use (11,28–33).

Because the toxicities of these agents in normal tissues are substantial, predicting which tumors are likely to respond would be beneficial. Cellular modifications that di-
Figure 1. Topo I catalytic cycle and antigen used for immunization. (A) Catalytic cycle of topo I. After initially binding to sites of supercoiled DNA (‘a’), topo I creates a nick via a transesterification reaction catalyzed by an active site tyrosine residue (‘b’), resulting in a topo I-DNA covalent complex (‘cc’). After DNA rotates about the nick (‘c’), the enzyme reverses the transesterification reaction, resealing the nicked DNA (‘d’) and dissociating from DNA (‘e’). Camptothecin and its analogues stabilize topo I-DNA covalent complexes. (B) Peptide used to raise α-TopoIcc antibody (shaded in green) and sequence of topo I active site peptides from various species to illustrate protein sequence conservation.

Previous methods for detecting topo I-DNA covalent complexes have included alkaline elution (35), in vivo complexing of enzyme (ICE) assays (36) and potassium-SDS precipitation assays (37–39). Alkaline elution, which separates nicked from intact DNA by filtration, is time-consuming, needs specialized equipment and typically requires high drug concentrations (>250 nM TPT) to detect covalent topo I-DNA complexes. ICE assays, which involve cell lysis followed by ultracentrifugation to separate covalent topo I-DNA complexes from free protein, are lengthy (20+ h for ultracentrifugation alone) and even less sensitive. Potassium-SDS methods, which involve precipitation of proteins along with any covalently bound DNA, are not specific for topo I-DNA covalent complexes and usually require radiolabeling of DNA as well as reproducible DNA shearing for sensitive, accurate quantitation. A more recently described method that uses chaotropic salts to rapidly denature protein and recover DNA-bound protein (40) has improved sensitivity for topo I-DNA covalent complexes but is limited to immunoblot- or ELISA-based detection and cannot be paired with immunofluorescence or flow cytometry.

To overcome these difficulties, we have developed a monoclonal antibody with specificity for topo I covalently bound to DNA that is capable of detecting topo I-DNA covalent complexes by immunoblotting, immunofluorescence or flow cytometry. Here, we utilize this antibody to detect topo I-DNA covalent complexes in vitro and in vivo, evaluate previous suggestions that various agents are topo I poisons and assess the temporal and spatial relationships between topo I-DNA covalent complexes and repair proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Indenoisoquinolines and TPT were provided by the Drug Synthesis Branch of the National Cancer Institute. Reagents were purchased from the following suppliers: Hoechst 33342, sarkosyl, cytarabine, actinomycin D, camptothecin, cisplatin, etoposide, 2-mercaptotethanol, Freund’s adjuvant, p-nitrophenyl phosphate disodium and heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA); SN-38 and gemcitabine from Tocris Bioscience (Minneapolis, MN); 16% paraformaldehyde from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA, USA) and PEG1500 from Roche Molecular Biochemicals (Mannheim, Germany). All other reagents were obtained as previously described (41,42).

Topo I peptides were generated in the Mayo Proteomics Core using standard, solid-phase Fmoc chemistry. The phospho-topo I sequence was \( \text{H. sapiens } \text{LGTSLNYLDPRITV} \)

\( \text{M. musculus } \text{LGTSLNYLDPRITV} \)

\( \text{G. gallus } \text{LSTSKNYLDPRISV} \)

\( \text{D. melanogaster } \text{LSTSKNYLDPRISV} \)

\( \text{C. elegans } \text{LGTSLNYIDPRITV} \)

\( \text{S. cerevisiae } \text{LGTSLNYIDPRLSV} \)

\( \text{Leu-Gly-Thr-Ser-Lys-Leu-Asp-Arg-Ile-Thr-Val} \)

\( \text{H. sapiens } \text{LGTSLNYLDPRITV} \)

\( \text{M. musculus } \text{LGTSLNYLDPRITV} \)

\( \text{G. gallus } \text{LSTSKNYLDPRISV} \)

\( \text{D. melanogaster } \text{LSTSKNYLDPRISV} \)

\( \text{C. elegans } \text{LGTSLNYIDPRITV} \)

\( \text{S. cerevisiae } \text{LGTSLNYIDPRLSV} \)

minish the number of drug-stabilized topo I-DNA covalent adducts, including impaired drug accumulation or decreased topo I content, are major mechanisms of resistance to these agents (21,34). As a result, there is substantial interest in being able to detect and quantify topo I-DNA covalent complexes in tumor cells.
decystochiometric phosphotyrosine peptide was produced with stoicheiometric amounts of random amino acids at positions 1-7 and 9-15, with a phosphotyrosine at residue 8. Antibodies were obtained from the following sources: Rabbit anti-Rad51 and rabbit anti-Ser139-H2AX from Active Motif (Carlsbad, CA, USA); rabbit anti-Raf1 from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and rabbit monoclonal anti-RPA70 from Abcam (Cambridge, MA, USA). Murine anti-RasGRP1 was generated and characterized as previously described (44). Rabbit anti-53BP1 was a kind gift from Zhenkun Lou (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA).

**Cell culture**

All cells were grown at 37°C in an incubator with 5% CO₂ and saturated humidity and were maintained at densities of less than 1 x 10⁶/ml (non-adherent lines). Cells were grown in the following media, all of which contained 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin G, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine: FOXNY myeloma cells in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium, A549 and K562 cells in RPMI 1640 medium (medium A), HCT116 cells in McCoy’s 5A medium, and P388 and P388/CPT cells (kind gifts from Yves Pommier, National Cancer Institute) in medium A supplemented with 100 µM 2-mercaptoethanol and, for the camptothecin-resistant line, 10 µM camptothecin.

**Immunization**

Murine monoclonal antibodies were generated using the strategy of de St. Grooth and Scheidegger (45). Female BALB/c mice were immunized by subcutaneous injection of 1 mg of phospho-topo I peptide conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin in complete Freund’s adjuvant. Test bleeds were assayed for immunoreactivity with the phospho-topo I peptide by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Splenocytes (100 million) from the mouse with strongest reactivity, New Haven, CT and D. Toft, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA, respectively).

**ELISA**

Ninety-six well plates were coated with 25 ng peptide/well in 100 mM Na₂CO₃ buffer, washed and blocked with 5% milk in calcium- and magnesium-free Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS). To test each hybridoma, 50 µl culture supernatant was applied for 1 h at 20°C. Plates were washed with Na₂CO₃ buffer, incubated with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Sigma-Aldrich), washed again and incubated with 100 µl of 1 mg/ml p-nitrophenyl phosphate. Positive clones were assayed by plate screening using an ICE assay as described below.

**ICE assays (36)**

A549 cells (40-60% confluent) in 100 mm tissue culture plates were incubated for 60 min at 37°C with DMSO, 10 µM TPT or 10 µM etoposide in serum-free RPMI containing 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 (medium B). After treatment, cells were rapidly lysed in 1 ml lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 1% (w/v) sarkosyl and 1 mM EDTA). Lysates were layered on a CsCl₂ gradient and sedimented at 125 000 x g for 21 h at 20°C. Fractions (0.5 ml) were collected from the bottom of the gradients, assayed for the presence of DNA (detectable in fractions 1-4) and deposited onto nitrocellulose membranes using a slot blotting apparatus.

**Band depletion assays**

Band depletion assays were performed as described (46). A549 cells (40-60% confluent) in 100 mm dishes were treated with increasing concentrations of TPT or camptothecin for 60 min at 37°C in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.4 at 20°C). After treatment, protein was harvested by solubilization in buffer consisting of 6 M guanidine hydrochloride containing 250 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 at 20°C, 10 mM EDTA, 1% (v/v) 2-mercaptoethanol and 1 mM freshly added phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. After preparation for electrophoresis as described previously (47), aliquots containing 50 µg of protein [assayed by the bicinchoninic acid method] were deposited on slot blots for probing with α-TopoI or separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels, electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with either C-21 anti-topo I or anti-Hsp90β antibody (kind gifts from Y-C. Cheng, Yale University, New Haven, CT and D. Toft, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN, USA, respectively).

**Immunofluorescence**

Immunofluorescence studies were performed using a previously described method (42) with several modifications. In brief, cells grown on nitric acid-etched or autoclaved coverslips were treated for varying times and with varying TPT concentrations in medium A, fixed for 15 min at 4°C in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in PBS and permeabilized with 0.25% (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min at 4°C. To render the DNA-protein crosslinks more accessible to antibody, the coverslips were incubated in 1% (w/v) SDS at 20-22°C for 5 min, washed five times with wash buffer (0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100 in PBS) and blocked in TSM buffer consisting of 10% (w/v) powdered nonfat milk in 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4). After reaction overnight with primary antibody (1-4 µg/ml) in PBS containing 5% (v/v) goat serum at 4°C, cells were rinsed 5-6 times with wash buffer over 20 min; incubated with Alexa Fluor 488- or 568-conjugated secondary antibody (Invitrogen) at 1:1000 in PBS/5% goat serum for 1 h in subdued light; washed 5-6 times with wash buffer over 20 min; stained with 1 µg/ml Hoechst 33258 in PBS; and mounted using ProLong antifade reagent (Invitrogen; Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Alternatively, cells were fixed, permeabilized, reacted with 0.1% SDS as described above, washed three times
with PBS and blocked in IF blocking buffer [PBS with 1% (w/v) glycerol, 0.1% (w/v) gelatin from cold water fish, 5% (v/v) normal goat serum, 0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin and 0.4% (w/v) sodium azide]. Coverslips were incubated overnight at 4 °C in primary antibody in IF blocking buffer, washed extensively with PBS over 20 min and stained with fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibody diluted 1:1000 in IF blocking buffer. Slides were mounted as described above. In this procedure, α-Topolccc antibody was used at 0.67 μg/ml and anti-topo I human IgG (TopoGEN; Port Orange, FL) at 1:1000.

With either method, images were captured on a LSM 710 scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss AG; Oberkochen, Germany) using a 63X/1.2 W Korr C-Apo objective and processed using Zeiss Zen software and Adobe Photoshop CS3.

Flow cytometry
Aliquots containing one million cells in medium A were treated for 30 min at 37 °C with varying concentrations of TPT, centrifuged at 150 × g for 5 min, decanted and fixed by incubation in 2% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min at 4 °C. After sedimentation at 150 × g for 5 min, cells were treated with 0.25% (w/v) Triton X-100 in PBS (15 min, 4 °C), sedimented at 150 × g, incubated with 1% (w/v) SDS in PBS (5 min, 20-22 °C), washed twice with PBS, resuspended in PBS containing 5% (v/v) normal goat serum and incubated with α-Topolccc antibody (10 μg/ml) for 60 min at 20-22 °C. Cells were then washed 4-5 times with PBS, incubated with Alexa Fluor 647 anti-mouse IgG (1:1000) for 30 min at 20-22 °C in subdued light, sedimented at 150 × g for 5 min, resuspended in PBS and immediately subjected to flow microfluorimetry on a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences; San Jose, CA, USA) using the FL4 channel (excitation: 633 nm; emission: 660 nm). Data were analyzed and overlays created using BD CellQuest software.

Xenografts
Once subcutaneous xenografts of A549 cells in nu/nu mice (Harlan labs) reached 0.7 cm in their longest axis, mice were treated with 50 mg/kg irinotecan intraperitoneally. Tumors harvested before or 2-6 h after treatment were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, embedded in OTC embedding medium, stored at -80 °C, sectioned onto -20 °C slides and immediately fixed and prepared for immunostaining using conditions described above for tissue culture cells.

RESULTS
To test the hypothesis that topo I covalently attached to DNA could be selectively detected immunologically, monoclonal antibodies were raised against a peptide corresponding to the active site of the topo I with a phosphorylated Tyr residues (Figure 1B). Of 726 wells screened, one hybridoma was found to react with the immunizing peptide in ELISA assays and preferentially recognize topo I-DNA complexes by immunoblotting upon secondary screening (Supplementary Figure S1). That antibody, termed ‘α-Topolccc,’ was purified from hybridoma supernatants and used for further studies.

Detection via immunoblotting
Slot blotting demonstrated that α-Topolccc detects topo I-DNA covalent complexes in cell lysates with high specificity. Following treatment with topoisomerase poisons, cell lysates were prepared under denaturing conditions and subjected to cesium chloride centrifugation to separate DNA-bound and free proteins. Upon subsequent immunoblotting, α-Topolccc detected topo I that co-migrated with DNA in lysates from TPT-treated cells (Figure 2A). Importantly, α-Topolcc did not detect topo II-DNA complexes after etoposide treatment or free topo I protein in cell fractions after diluent or drug treatment, demonstrating specificity for covalent topo I-DNA complexes.

When A549 cells were treated with increasing TPT concentrations, topo I-DNA covalent complexes failed to migrate into SDS-polyacrylamide gels due to the size of the attached DNA (46), resulting in a graduated decrease in topo I signal at 100 kDa (Figure 2B, top panel). After deposition of the same lysates on a slot blot, α-Topolccc demonstrated a dose-dependent increase in signal (Figure 2B, bottom panel).

To confirm that these results were not unique to TPT or A549 cells, HCT116 cells were treated for 20 min with varying concentrations of the parent drug camptothecin, then lysed and subjected to blotting. Topo I-DNA covalent complexes were readily detectable at 30 nM camptothecin and faintly detectable above background at 10 nM (Figure 2C, wells 4 and 5). Extended ELISA studies were performed to investigate the basis for this selectivity but could not further elucidate the epitope recognized by α-Topolccc (Supplementary Figure S2).

Detection of topo I-DNA covalent complexes by flow microfluorimetry
Flow cytometry provides an alternative approach for immunodetection. Fixation and permeabilization with neutral detergent did not yield detectable staining of TPT-treated cells by α-Topolcc; however, inclusion of an SDS incubation step prior to addition of α-Topolccc allowed facile detection of an increased signal for topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figure 3A). This signal was visible as a rightward shift in histogram peaks and was observed in multiple cell lines treated with TPT or camptothecin (Figure 3A and B, and Supplementary Figure S3). This increase in fluorescence was detectable at camptothecin concentrations as low as 16 nM (Figure 3B). To confirm the specificity of staining, the mouse lymphoma line P388 and the camptothecin-resistant subline P388/CPT (48), which lacks detectable topo I protein (Figure 3C), were also stained. Increased binding of α-Topolccc was detectable following camptothecin treatment of parental P388 cells (Figure 3D, top panel) but not P388/CPT cells (Figure 3D, bottom panel), consistent with the specificity of α-Topolccc for topo I-DNA covalent complexes.
Detection of topo I-DNA covalent complexes by fluorescence microscopy

α-TopoIcc also allowed visualization of topo I-DNA complexes by indirect immunofluorescence. A549 cells treated with 1 μM TPT displayed small areas of punctate staining (foci) throughout the nucleus (Figure 4A). This staining increased in a dose-dependent manner (Supplementary Figure S4A) and could be quantitated as average number of foci per cell (Supplementary Figure S4B) or maximal mean fluorescence in a confocal slice (Supplementary Figure S4C). Simultaneous staining with anti-topo I antibody and α-TopoIcc revealed that marginal staining with α-TopoIcc is detectable within nucleoli of untreated cells, but TPT treatment causes a dramatic increase in non-nucleolar staining of topo I-DNA complexes (Supplementary Figure S4D) consistent with previously observed migration of topo I out of nucleoli following TPT treatment (49). Staining was also observed in A549 xenografts after mice were treated with irinotecan, the pro-drug for the topo I poison 7-ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin (SN-38), but not in control xenografts (Figure 4B). Importantly, complexes could also be detected in parental P388 cells but not topo I-deficient P388/CPT cells (Figure 4C), demonstrating specificity of the staining for topo I-DNA covalent complexes.

Examination of putative topo I poisons using α-TopoIcc

In addition to camptothecins, a number of agents, including a series of indenoisoquinolines (50), actinomycin D (51), cytarabine (52), gemcitabine (53), cisplatin (54) and Hoechst 33342 (55), have been reported to trap topo I-DNA covalent complexes. Most of the studies reporting stabilization of topo I-DNA covalent complexes have relied on alkaline elution or ICE assays. The ability of α-TopoIcc to detect topo I-DNA covalent complexes provided the opportunity to independently assess the action of these compounds. Slot-blotting readily demonstrated that the indenoisoquinolines NSC 314622, NSC 725776 and NSC 743400 (indotecan), like camptothecins, stabilize topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figure 5A). Increased topo I-DNA covalent complexes were also readily detected after treatment with actinomycin D (Figure 5B), cisplatin (Figure 5B, C) or Hoechst 33342 (not shown). In contrast, α-TopoIcc binding was not detectable above background after treatment with cytarabine or gemcitabine for 1 h (Figure 5B) or 6 h (Figure 5C and data not shown). Thus, the ability to directly detect topo I-DNA complexes provides a new opportunity for assessing the mechanism of action of various antineoplastic agents in situ.

Testing the proposed mechanism of killing by topo I poisons

Further experiments examined the relationship between topo I-DNA covalent complexes and events involved in the response to these lesions. According to current understanding, topo I-DNA covalent complexes, like other bulky adducts, cause stalling of DNA replication forks followed by replication fork collapse and formation of DNA double-strand breaks (1,15,16,56,57). Based on this model, one would expect to observe sequential formation of topo I-DNA covalent complexes, replication protein A (RPA) foci, phospho-Ser139-H2AX (γH2AX) foci and Rad51 foci, reflecting the primary DNA lesion, stalled replication forks, DNA double-strand breaks and double-strand break repair, respectively. Time-course experiments after treatment with 1 μM TPT, a concentration used in previous mechanistic experiments, yielded a result that differed from this prediction in a number of ways. First, the percentage of cells with...
detectable topo I-DNA covalent complexes was greatest at 15–60 min after addition of TPT and then diminished (Figure 6A), a result that was confirmed by slot blotting (Figure 6B). This decrease in complexes occurred despite persistence of total topo I content at baseline levels for at least several hours (Figure 6B). Second, γH2AX foci, which reflect activation of ATM, ATR and/or DNA-PK, were detected in a maximal number of cells by 30 min and remained detectable for at least 12 h despite the diminished topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figure 6A). Rad51 foci, which are thought to reflect ongoing double-strand break repair through the homologous recombination pathway, appeared more slowly than γH2AX foci and remained detectable for at least 8 h, which is consistent with the predicted order. RPA70 foci, on the other hand, accumulated in a substantial fraction of cells only after γH2AX and Rad51 foci (Figure 6A).

When these DNA damage-induced events were further examined by double-label immunofluorescence, α-TopoIcc foci were distinct from foci of RPA, γH2AX and Rad51 even at the earliest time points (Figure 6C-E). The readily detectable colocalization of other DNA repair proteins such as γH2AX and 53BP1 in the same cells (Figure 6F) ruled out technical problems with the colocalization strategy. When cells were treated with TPT concentrations as low as 25 nM, γH2AX foci, Rad51 foci and RPA70 foci again failed to colocalize with topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Supplementary Figure S5), indicating that the failure of the topo I-DNA covalent complexes to colocalize was not a reflection of the concentrations chosen.

When cells were treated with indotecan, an indenoisoquinoline that lacks a hydrolyzable lactone ring, results differed in two respects (Figure 7). First, the number of nuclei with detectable topo I-DNA covalent complexes reached a peak within 30 min and did not decrease thereafter (Figure 7A). Second, RPA foci were detectable within 15 min (Figure 7A and D). Despite these differences, the overwhelming majority of topo I-DNA covalent complexes visualized with α-TopoIcc still failed to colocalize with phospho-Ser139-H2AX, Rad51 and RPA foci (Figure 7B–D).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we describe the development and characterization of a monoclonal antibody that specifically detects DNA-protein covalent complexes containing topo I. This antibody, which is the first of its kind, has several po-
Figure 4. Detection of topo I-DNA covalent complexes by fluorescence microscopy. (A) After treatment for 1 h with 1 μM TPT, A549 cells were fixed, permeabilized, incubated with SDS and stained with α-TopoIcc antibody (green) and Hoechst 33258 (blue). (B) Cryostat sections of A549 xenografts harvested 0 (top), 2 (middle) and 4 h (bottom) after irinotecan administration were stained with α-TopoIcc and Hoechst 33258. (C) After treatment of P388 or P388/CPT cells with 1 μM camptothecin for 30 min, cells were prepared and stained with α-TopoIcc.

Figure 5. Examination of topo I-DNA covalent complexes after treatment with various therapeutic agents. After A549 cells were treated for 1 h (A and B) or 6 h (C) with camptothecin (CPT), TPT, 7-ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin (SN-38), the indicated indenoisoquinoline or etoposide at 1 μM; paclitaxel, actinomycin D, cytarabine or gemcitabine at 1 μM; adaphostin at 20 μM or cisplatin at 40 μM, lysates were prepared for slot blotting so that aliquots containing 50 μg of total cellular protein could be probed with α-TopoIcc (A and B) or cells were fixed and stained with α-TopoIcc and anti-phospho-Ser139-H2AX (γH2AX; C).

Previous studies have shown that antibodies can be highly sensitive and specific probes for various types of DNA alterations, including platinum-DNA adducts (58,59) and oxidative damage (60,61). Based on these prior results, along with the exquisite selectivity of many phosphorylation site-specific antibodies, we surmised that it might be possible to generate an antibody specific for topo I-DNA covalent complexes. After multiple unsuccessful attempts at producing rabbit polyclonal antisera, we generated the mouse monoclonal antibody characterized here. Even though protein-DNA covalent complexes are formed during the course of catalysis by several enzymes, including eukaryotic topo I, topo II, topo III and TDP1 as well as viral topo I and bacterial gyrase, to our knowledge this is the first antibody to selectively detect these types of covalent protein-DNA adducts.

Compared to earlier methods for detecting topo I-DNA complexes or the associated ‘concealed’ DNA strand breaks, assays using α-TopoIcc are more specific and more sensitive. Specificity of the antibody was demonstrated by its inability to detect free topo I by immunoblotting (Figure 2A), lack of reactivity with topo I-deficient P388/CPT cells (Figures 3D and 4C) and lack of reactivity with etoposide-stabilized covalent topo II-DNA adducts (Figures 2A and 5A-C). Importantly, this antibody was able to detect increased topo I-DNA complexes at camptothecin concentrations as low as 10-30 nM by immunoblotting (Figure 2C) and 25 nM or below by immunofluorescence (Supplementary Figure S5 and data not shown).

Previous X-ray crystallography has indicated that the covalent bond linking the topo I active site tyrosine to the 3’-phosphate of the DNA backbone (Figure 1A) is located inside the clamp-like topo I catalytic domain (62). Consistent with these results, α-TopoIcc was unable to detect Topo I-DNA complexes in native chromatin, e.g. by flow cytometry (Figure 3A) or immunofluorescence in the absence of SDS (not shown). Instead, denaturation with SDS was required in order to detect topo I-DNA complexes in situ. This is not unlike detection of BrdU incorporation into double-stranded DNA, where denaturation of the DNA is required to facilitate access of anti-BrdU antibodies for immunodetection. Immunofluorescent detection of topo I-DNA complexes, in particular, provides a valuable approach for future study. In addition to the colocalization results described be-
low, we observed heterogeneity in the size of foci stained by α-Topolcc. Because this was observed within individual experiments, it is unlikely that it merely reflects day to day variation in reagents or technique. Further study is required to understand this phenomenon, which might reflect stabilization of topo I-DNA covalent complexes in areas where topo I molecules are closely spaced because of particularly high torsional strain.

The ability of α-Topolcc to detect topo I-DNA covalent complexes by slot blotting was utilized to reassess the mechanism of action of selected agents. These studies confirmed that SN-38 and TPT, as well as the indenoisoquinolines NSC 314622, NSC 725776 and indotecan, all rapidly stabilize topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figure 5A). The previously reported ability of actinomycin D (51) or cisplatin (54) to stabilize topo I-DNA covalent complexes was also confirmed (Figure 5B and C). In contrast, topo I-DNA covalent complexes did not detectably increase during treatment with cytarabine or gemcitabine (Figure 5B and C), suggesting that stabilization of topo I-covalent complex occurs much more weakly, if at all, in viable cells treated with these agents.

In further experiments, we utilized α-Topolcc to examine the relationship between topo I-DNA covalent complexes and other signs of DNA damage-induced signaling. Time-course experiments demonstrated that TPT-induced complexes were maximal at 15-60 min and then decreased, likely reflecting hydrolysis of the TPT lactone ring after 30 min (63) rather than topo I destruction (Figure 6B). Consistent with this hypothesis, indenoisoquinoline-induced topo I-DNA covalent complexes were observed to persist for at least 4 h (Figure 7).

Comparison of topo I-DNA covalent complexes with other markers of the DNA damage response produced unpredicted results. Although topo I-DNA covalent complexes are thought to act like other bulky DNA adducts, stalling replication forks and leading to replication fork collapse with accompanying DNA double-strand breaks, several of our observations do not appear to fit this model. In particular, γH2AX foci and Rad51 foci formed before RPA foci during TPT treatment (Figure 6A). Second, γH2AX
foci. Rad51 foci and RPA foci are spatially distinct from topo I-DNA covalent complexes (Figures 6C–E and 7B–D).

There are several potential explanations for the lack of co-localization of foci detected by α-TopoIcc and antibodies to RPA70, Rad51 and phospho-Ser139-H2AX. First, it is possible that topo I-DNA covalent complexes are processed or removed, e.g. by the action of endonucleases such as XPF/ERCC1 (64), phosphodiesterases such as tyrosyl-DNA phosphodiesterase 1 (65,66) or proteases analogous to the yeast metalloproteinase Wss1 (67,68), to a point where they are no longer recognized by α-TopoIcc before DNA double-strand breaks become manifest, a DNA damage response is initiated and homologous recombination ensues. Alternatively, it is possible that other effects of topo I poisons, e.g. the ability of TPT to inhibit topo I-mediated relaxation of positively supercoiled DNA in front of advancing replication forks (69), might contribute to generation of DNA double strand breaks at sites distinct from covalent topo I-DNA covalent complexes detected by α-TopoIcc. While further studies are required to distinguish between these possibilities, α-TopoIcc provides an important new tool for studying these processes.

In addition to its research uses, it is possible that α-TopoIcc might also be useful for therapeutic monitoring of topo I poisons in clinical scenarios. Stabilization of topo I-DNA covalent adducts clearly plays a critical role in killing by these agents, as demonstrated by genetic studies in yeast and biochemical experiments mammalian cells showing that decreases in topo I-DNA covalent adducts are associated with diminished CPT-induced killing (1,21,70,71). Over the past several years, assays for total topo I levels and H2AX phosphorylation have been credentialed for use in the clinical setting (72,73), but these assays only provide an indirect measure of the ability of topo I poisons to stabilize topo I-DNA covalent complexes in the clinical setting. The present study detected topo I-DNA complexes in tumors after irinotecan administration in vivo (Figure 4B). Further studies are needed to determine whether α-TopoIcc can be utilized to detect topo I-DNA covalent complexes in circulating solid tumor cells or leukemic blasts after initial treatment with a topo I poison and whether the amount of complex formation correlates with clinical outcome or not.

In summary, the ability to directly visualize topo I-DNA covalent complexes by immunoblotting, flow cytometry and immunofluorescence provides new insight into the ability of various agents to stabilize topo I-DNA complexes and the signaling that is initiated by those complexes.
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